
OMNI HOTEL CANCUN WRITE A REVIEWS

Now $ (Was $Ì¶2Ì¶7Ì¶2Ì¶) on TripAdvisor: Omni Cancun Resort & Villas, Cancun. Villas, ranked #41 of hotels in Cancun
and rated of 5 at TripAdvisor. Reviews. Write a review. Traveler rating. Excellent 4,; Good 2,

The website also stated there were no children allowed in this restaurant but they were permitted. We want
you to share your story, with both the good and the not-so-good. Quick Review: Would I go again? I then
requested to be moved again to a room facing the beach where a different receptionist had said it would be 1k
more. When we go to the room it's another two bed and a giant tree is covering the beach. There is a mini bar
which they re-stock once a day. After a review has been submitted, you can modify it by contacting Booking.
The property is lovely and the staff is friendly, and overall it is a good resort. Speaking of reservations, these
are good to make as soon as you arrive because they soon book up. Reviews Vision We believe review
contributions and property responses will highlight a wide range of opinions and experiences, which is critical
in helping guests make informed decisions about where to stay. They are outstanding. The pinapple grill has
the best foods and drinks in my opinion but you do need reservations for most restaurants. By am the majority
of the chairs are taken. The music is great, the view is stunning and the drinks are stronger. That was fun! The
other breakfast option is the Pina Colada restaurant and the Pina grill. Manager pretended that he has no idea
what was that. Maybe those reviews are during the slow season. Starting with the buffet La Paloma , the food
here is pretty random. Pay before and enjoy the unlimited food and drinks. Entertainment- 3 boys and 4 girls
changing suits and costumes right in front of guests near the towel station: looks embarrassing, cheap and
actually boring. Add in the never ending seaweed where you can't get into the beach and are stuck at the pool
where all the chairs are reserved at 6am with not one body in sight. To even mention that the "servers work on
tips" is assuming that asians don't tip or that we don't have money. Alcohol Drinks are terrible and seriously
watered down, including orange juice too. I think we waited more than 30 mins and there was only 2 groups
ahead of me. Food - there are 3 restaurants that you need to make reservations: Mexican, Italian and Asian
buffet, Mexican restaurant and grilling stations is terrible and limited choices. He added his Sports Coat and
was fine. Reservation can be made at the concierge. Another good thing is that there were people of all ages
and sizes. Sometimes they taste okay other times they are undrinkable. The guy named Jesus thinks that he
close to God. If you wish to have dinner in the restaurant you need to make reservation from  There are
employees constantly cleaning everywhere, they keep the pools and premises pristine. The next day we had
conversation with another manager regarding this unpleasant situation but all he gave us was his attitude. But,
don't get me wrong, there were still majority of people with beach perfect body. Overall we concluded that this
hotel is just okay.


